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Preface

This book is the result of one year hard working in
graduation studio Architecture, Brand and Sustainability at master Architecture of University of Technology Eindhoven. I have worked on this project with
a lot of pleasure. Since the studio offered us pretty
much freedom inside the topic, the project turned
out in something matching my own interests. Personally, I am quite interested in materialisation, experimenting with new materials is what I like. Also the
location inspired me, coming from a rural area my
own, I found a lot similarities in the identity and problems of the site. Demographic shrinkage, for example, is something which is clearly present at the location of the project, but also in my own background.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank some people who helped me to accomplish this result. Thanks
to family and friends for the support. Special thanks
to supervisors Mark Hemel and Barbara Kuit, professor
Juliette Bekkering and colleague students of the stu
dio, for support and feedback on the project, especially the crew of ‘(sinaas)appelcomité’. Furthermore
I would like to thank Eric Klarenbeek and Martijn
Schildkamp for their advises on specialised themes.

However, the theme of shrinkage is not highlighted
in the project, like some more aspects what could
be strongly related to the project. I think this was also
the major problem: choosing. There are so many
things what could inform a project, but it is important
to pick one or two themes and work that out very
properly. I think I spent a lot of time in researching
aspects which were, in the end, not strong enough
to inform the design. Over viewing the result, maybe I should have focused even more on one special theme and then design a building which is less
big. On the other hand, this project i hve learned
architecture is not about straightforward designing
an utensil with one single function, but a multidisciplinary profession with many influences. A proper architect should be psychologist and structural engineer in one. From that point of view, I think
this project is touching many aspects architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION

GRADUATION PROJECT ARCHITECTURE
1. INTRODUCTION
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Program

Materials from biological sources are sometimes well
known, such as wood, but others like bio polymers
are very new and still in development. National government, together with Wageningen UR have set
up a report which describes the changes of a bio
based economy in the northern Netherlands. To
stimulate the development of a bio based economy,
more people have to become familiar with it. Therefore the program is a vocational education institute
with professions related to this bio based economy.

1.1 ARCHITECTURE, BRAND AND
SUSTAINABILITY
PROJECT DISCRIPTION AND SUMMARY

Graduation studio Architecture,
Brand and Sustainability
The brief of this graduation studio at University
of Technology Eindhoven (TU/e) was about the
role of branding and sustainability in architecture. Words which are used a lot in contemporary days, but maybe because of their popularity,
they have been labeled to wrong examples and
become less and less meaningful. A proper task
for this studio to investigate, research and design
the real meaning of branding and sustainability.

Research question

Investigation for this project started with research of
Cradle to Cradle principles, which are described in
the essay of Chapter 2. This essay explored the possibilities of bio based materials in architecture, what
was the real starting point for this project. Bio based
building materials have sources from agricultural
products and they have one property in common:
they are relatively lightweight. Looking to a suitable
location for a bio based project, it led to the province
of Groningen. An area with plenty agriculture, and
even more interesting, problems with earthquakes.
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Organisation of book
The lightweight properties of the bio based materials
could probably be useful in earthquake proof building. At this point the research question was set up:

“In what way could Bio Based Architecture offer solutions to Groningen’s
earthquake
problems?”

This book describes the project by zooming in more
and more in detail. After this first part which is introduction, the initiating essay can be found in the second
part. Thereafter the project starts in part 3: Location.
Here both analysis and plans can be found on the urban scale. Part 4: Education zooms in to building level.
It starts with analysis of schools and continues with the
concept, plans, sections, elevations and impressions.
At last, part 5: Material/technique zooms further in to
structural and detail level, by giving analysis of materials and earthquakes to finish with detailed sections.

Project location

Determining an exact building plot led to the city of
Appingedam, one of the bigger cities in the heart of
the earthquake area. Criteria for choosing a site were
infrastructure and direct relation with both city and agricultural land. An inspiring old city centre and big open
site on the edge of that centre convinced the choice.
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uct.[5] Regarding the materials it means they should

2.1 MATERIALISE THE FUTURE BUILDING

be recycled continuously, as mentioned in the introduction. Aeron’s main components are made of

BY EXAMINING CHAIRS

steel, aluminium and several types of plastics. Each
material has a different loop, but all materials in this
chair are part of the technical cycle. An overview of
the materials:

Steel
Steel has always been recycled, without losing qual-

Introduction Cradle to Cradle

the biological one. Any material should be endlessly

“The World will not evolve past its current state of crisis by

Figure 1.

using the same thinking that created the situation” –Albert Ein-

This essay will explore two Cradle to Cradle produced

stein.[1]

chairs, whether are part of the technical cycle (Her-

In the contemporary world, the need for a more sustainable society is becoming clearer and clearer.
Keeping up this pace of consumption, the worlds

Fig 2. Herman Miller Aeron chair

First case study: Herman Miller Aeron
chair

permanent collection of MoMa.[4] The so called per-

and reuse or recycle products as much as possible,

formance work chair was introduced in 1992 and the

all in order to reduce the use of sources, waste pro-

outlines are hardly changed during the years. What

duction and CO2 emission. It is trying to be less bad,

changed however, was the materialisation and

but it is not totally solving the problem. We still pro-

manufacturing process. Realizing that sustainability

duce waste, however we limit ourselves in a certain

has become an issue, Herman Miller strived to make

way, by minimising consumption. On contradiction,

this chair cradle to cradle. The chair is easy to disas-

the Cradle to Cradle theory encourages consump-

semble, so the raw materials can be recycled sepa-

tion, because waste equals food is the vision.[3]

rately. Those raw materials contain as much recycled

When the lifespan of a product comes to an end, it

16

this percentage is the most sustainable. [7] Steel is

classic, indeed, even an example is added to the

tion is to consume less, reduce the need for energy

ciple is about two cycles: the technical cycle and

first sight, but steel producing giant TataSteel claims

The Aeron chair by Herman Miller is a true design

sources will run out within a few years.[2] The first solu-

content as possible.
Fig 1. Scheme of Cradle to Cradle principle
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Typical around 30% of the material is made

from scrap.[6] This looks not very impressing on the

reused or recycled in one of those loops, as shown in

man Miller) or the biological cycle (Myceliumchair).

should become a source for new products. The prin-

ity.

The chair is a official certified Cradle to Cradle prod-
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recycled for economical reasons, so the recycling
infrastructure is self sustaining without governmental
stimulus. According to TataSteel, requiring a higher
recycled content will ruin the currently efficient recycling process, take away viable steel products, and
increase international transport of steel.
One ton of recycled steel saves 642 Kwh of energy,
1.8 barrels of oil, and 3.1 m3 landfill space.[8]

Aluminium
Aluminium is the current leader of recycled materials.
This in not only because of environmental reasons,
but mainly economical ones. The virgin material is
found in bauxite, where it needs to be refined by a
chemical process, the so called Bayer process. This
requires much electrical energy and produces a lot
of waste. To produce 1 kg aluminium it takes 4,6 kg
bauxite mined from earth. [9] 2,7 kg becomes waste
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in the form of ‘red mud.’ This mixture of metallic oxides can hardly be used and can be hazardous because of its alkalinity, so it is mainly pumped into basins, whereby it takes up land area what cannot be
built nor farmed afterwards. Figure 3 shows such red
mud basin.
Since recycled aluminium does not need the Bayer
process, it requires much less energy and land area.

Plastics
The term ‘plastic’ covers a whole range of different
materials. The Aeron chair is made of several types
of plastic, which are labelled as much as possible to
simplify identifying for recycling. This is necessary because the recycling processes are different for each
type of plastic. Only if the plastic can be separated
on molecular level, the recycling can go without

recycled content Aeron chair

down-cycling. (recycling materials into products of
lower quality)
One ton of recycled plastic saves 5,774 Kwh of energy, 16.3 barrels of oil and 22.9 m3 of landfill space.[10]

The material content in the Aeron chair
Fig 1. Myceliumchair by Eric Klarenbeek

The Aeron consists for 34% of aluminium, 31% of steel,
31% of plastic and 4% of other materials as rubber

recyclable content Aeron chair

and foam.[11] The graphs of Figure 4 shows this par-

Second case study: Mycelium chair

tition, subdivided in recycled/non-recycled content.
The second case is the Myceliumchair, a design by
Fig 3. red mud basin, Stade, Germany

In fact recycled aluminium saves 95% of the energy
required to make the same amount of aluminium
from virgin source, while there is no downgrading in
quality.
One ton of recycled aluminium may save 14,000 kilowatt hours (Kwh) of energy, which is as much as the
annual electricity bill of 4 average Dutch households.
Furthermore 40 barrels of oil, and 7.3 m3 of landfill
space will be saved by recycling.[9]
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As shown in 4a, 59% of the chair’s weight is out of re-

Metals

Non recycled/recyclable content

Erik Klarenbeek. In several ways is it a special chair.

cycled content. After lifespan the chair is recyclable

Plastic

Recycled/recyclable content

The shape is very organic and unconventional, but

up to 94% (see Figure 4b). Those numbers are looking

Foam

quite well, especially the high recyclability after the

Other

chair’s use. But the words ‘up to’ are tricky. However
the company strives to make the chair good recy-

Fig 4. Material partition and Recyclability Aeron Chair

even more extraordinary: it is made of mushrooms.
The material is a biodegradable kind of plastic, a
composite of potato starch, straw and indeed, fungi.
Or rather the mycelium network of the fungi. These

clable, they are not taking their responsibility for the

function as the binding element of the polymer. Since

actual recycling. So if neither the consumer is taking

the materials are hundred percent natural there is no

this responsibility, nor the country where the chair is

waste. An useless chair could be put under the soil

sold, all materials could still end up at landfills. In fact

where the material will be food for other organisms.

the technical cycle is not 100% closed.

[12] The used materials of the Myceliumchair are:

BIO BASED BOOST
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Plastic from potato starch

is not lacking her responsibility. The materials does

The used potato starch is a leftover from the food

not have to be disassembled before composting it.

industry. The sources are potatoes which are renewa-

One could easily dig the chair under the soil, where

ble every year. For the Netherlands, potato starch is a

it gradually becomes a fertiliser for the garden. In this

very interesting product, since our country is the sec-

way it is fair to say the cycle is 100% closed and thus

ond most potato producing country in the European

more sustainable than the Herman Miller Aeron chair.

Union.[13] For 1 kg potato starch are 6.25 kg potatoes

Energy of the products

necessary, what equals 1.40 m2 farmland. [14] After
lifespan of the plastic, the starch can be composted.
Micro-organisms convert the plastic into CO2, water

But it is not all about recycling. Recycling of materials

vapour and compost, which is a valuable residue

reduces waste, and in the case of aluminium also a

used as a soil conditioner, fertiliser or peat substitute.

Straw
However straw is useful in several ways, it can also be
described as a leftover product. The annual production of straw is 1 billion tonne worldwide. [15] Like the
starch is straw compostable. It can also directly be
ploughed under the soil, where it becomes feed for
crops.

Mycelium
Mycelium are the branching thread-like hyphen of
fungus, as figure 6 shows. The networks can be found
in and on the soil, but also on many other substrates.
The mycelium provides the fungus with nutrients, but
a more important aspect is its vital role in decomposition of plants. So in fact the mycelium itself is the
recycling factory of the nature.

lot of landfill space. But the overall amount of energy

Fig 6. structure of a mushroom

Material content in the Myceliumchair

to produce, one can question if it is still that environ-

130kg/m3,[16] comparable to EPS. The heavier pota-

mental friendly.

to plastic represents just a fraction of the used materials, since it is printed as an outer skin of only 0.5 mm

The energy is measured as embodied energy, which

thick. The rest is simultaneously printed with another

means all energy what has been put in the product.

filament of mycelium and straw (filament: the supply

The Aeron Chair is calculated conform ISO 14044

of a 3D printer in the shape of a thin thread). The core

standards and thus it includes all required energy,

filament is produced by adding a so called fungi

from mining of raw materials to the end of life, and

culture to a bunch of straw. Ensuring right tempera-

everything in between. From the Myceliumchair is

ture and humidity, the mycelium grows and eats the

no exact data available at this stage, but own esti-

straw. Once the culture is full-grown it has become a

mations are made, using data from similar process-

paste which can be handled by the printer.
After printing the mycelium grows further and becomes one with the potato plastic. Thereafter the
material composite needs to dry, to stop the mycematerial contains just a fraction of potato starch together with straw and mainly the mycelium hyphen.

BIO BASED BOOST

required for production of the chairs is not mentioned
yet. If the Myceliumchair requires much more energy

The myceliumchair is extremely lightweight, 80-

lium from growing. When this is finished, the actual

20

Fig 7. printing of potato starch plastic

es and materials as reference. The graph of Figure 9
Fig 8. printing of mycelium/straw paste

Recycling the materials of the Myceliumchair is much
easier than the first discussed office chair. Aeron’s
problem is about taking responsibility for the recycling of materials. In contradiction, the materials of
the Myceliumchair are recycled by nature, which

2. ESSAY

shows the embodied energy for both chairs. The energy is measured in MJ and separated in raw material production, product manufacturing(Aeron only),
Potato plastic printing (Myceliumchair only), mycelium paste printing (Myceliumhair only), drying (Myceliumchair only), distribution and retail, end of life.
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1800

celiumchair most energy goes to 3D printing. More

Then about the mycelium, this material performs bet-

specified, the potato starch plastic represents just 9%

ter in terms of embodied energy because the fila-

of chair’s volume, but requires 23% of the energy for

ment does not require heating, which is about 65% of

printing, see Figure 10. 3D printing is still a quite slow

the embodied energy of PLA [24]. The table makes

process, whereby the filament needs to be heated

also clear the mushroom based foam cannot com-

up to melting temperature, requiring much energy.

pete with the conventional high strength materials,

Distribution
and Retail

Therefore the inner mycelium/straw paste filament

such as aluminium. But this should not be the goal.

Product
Manufacturing

performs better, since this does not require heating.

The material properties are so different, therefore it

1600

1400

Embodied Energy in MJ

1200
End of Life
1000

800

should be compared to expanded polystyrene (EPS).

Drying

600

Going one step further, one should not only compare

This material is insulating and can bear some loads ,

the embodied energy of both chairs, but also look to

for example when used in sandwich panels. The my-

the energy of the materials itself. PLA, another biode-

celium plastic of the chair is also a kind of sandwich

gradable plastic based on corn, has an embodied

element: the mycelium is strengthened by a shell of

energy of 98 MJ/kg, when 3D printed.[19] The pro-

potato starch plastic. Seeing the material in this way

duction of one kg casted virgin aluminium equals 226

it has much potential in construction, also because

MJ of energy. A recycled aluminium cast however,

the insulation rates are comparable to EPS [23]. A

requires only 25 MJ/kg. So in terms of energy use, a

composite element which is both structural and in-

90%

recycled material as aluminium, is in favour of a bio-

sulating could be a solution to the conventional but

80%

degradable plastic by 3D printing. This due the ener-

complicated cavity walls.

Mycelium
Printing

400

Starch Printing
200

0

Raw Material
Production
Embodied energy Aeron

Embodied Energy
Mycelium

Fig 9. embodied energy of Aeron and Myceliumchair
100%

70%
50%

Mycelium

40%

Starch Plastic

30%

Volume %

Printing Energy %

Fig 10. relation mycelium/starch plastic in volume% and
energy%

Comparing both seats, the embodied energy differs
only slightly: 1543 MJ [17] for Aeron, 1209 MJ [18] for
the fungus one. By the Herman Miller chair, 76% of the
energy goes to the production of raw materials, despite of the amount of recycled content. By the My-
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But we have to keep in mind the mentioned numbers

materials it definitely is. The conventional materials of
the Aeron chair are quite resistant to water as it is in
outdoor exposure. Steel needs additional protection
against rust, just like some aluminium alloys. The mycelium plastic on the other hand is a different story.
It should be interpreted as wood: in indoor climate
no problems, but exposed to the combination of oxygen, water and organisms it will decay at a certain
moment. According to Ecovative, their Myco Foam
can be exposed to salt water for 2- 3 months before
degrading.
For real waterproofing one needs additives. Ecovative’s Myco Foam and Myco Board has been used

epoxy has a bio-based content of 37%, which sounds

the higher strength and lower energy one should preMaterial

Embodied
MJ/kg

10%
0%

that important, but looking to other purposes of the

an epoxy resin, to ensure waterproofing. The used

performances are better for aluminium. Combining
fer aluminium as structural material, unless recycled.

20%

For an indoor chair water resistance is maybe not

to make surf boards. These boards are finished with

gy use of the printing process. Also the mechanical

60%

Water resistance

Virgin Aluminium[20]

226

energy Density
Kg/m3

Embodied energy
MJ/m3

Tensional strength
MPa

2700

610,200

275

Alumini- 25

2700

67,500

275

1260

123,480

49.6

Embodied energy
MJ/m3

Compressive
strength MPa

are energy per mass. A cubic meter of a lightweight

Recycled
um[20]

material equals less kilograms and thus less MJ of en-

PLA plastic[21]

98

Material

Embodied
MJ/kg

aluminium and PLA plastic. The recycled aluminium

EPS 100 [22]

88

20

1,760

0.1

has by far the least embodied energy, although the

Mycelium Foam [23]

35*

80-120

3,000

0.06-0.1

ergy. Table 1 compares the energy properties and
the tensional strength of virgin aluminium, recycled

difference is less big if the energy is measured per cubic meter of material.

BIO BASED BOOST

energy Density Kg/m3

Table 1 Material Properties
*calculated from embodied energy PLA [20] without 65% energy required for heating the filament[24]
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not spectacular on first sight, but is significantly better
than conventional epoxy coatings [25]. It contains
also a chemical zipper that allows the cured epoxy
to be dissolved at the end of life using vinegar as the
unlocking agent. Once the epoxy plastic is removed
it can be reused as a high quality heat injection
moulded plastic for future products.
Since the outlines of the Myceliumchair are printed
with starch plastic, the waterproofing is already better than the examples from Ecovative. At this moment
3D printed mycelium buoys are being developed, to
replace EPS buoys in fishing nets.

What can architecture learn from
these chairs?

a complex system of bricks, wall ties and DPC sheets,

Using the new bio based material in combination

due the increased demand of insulation. Making the

with the new techniques of 3D printing gives fresh op-

cavity even bigger than is usual nowadays will cause

portunities for designers. Mycelium Foam itself has a

Comparing two completely different chairs seems

many problems in detailing. Therefore a wall which

rough and raw appearance due its relief and white

combines the functions in one composite, without a

and brown shades, like the examples of Figure 11

cavity, would be a solution.

and 13. Combined with the starch plastic however,

not to be clearly related to architecture. However,
architects can learn a lot from these two examples.
Both are made with the purpose to use the materials continuously, fading out the term ‘waste.’ The
approach of the Aeron chair brings the problem of
responsibility: still too much material is not being recycled although infrastructure is quite developed.
Therefore bio based materials as used in the Myceliumchair might be a solution. The required energy to
produce those materials are still a bit high, but since
the development is in such an early stage, production processes could be improved and run more efficient. Furthermore, using renewable energy such as
solar power will make the energy requirement less an

neat plastic, although this neatness is destroyed by

should protect from water penetrating through the
wall. A wall made of mycelium needs also such protection, but this could possibly be found in the methods used for the surf board. Although sealing the material completely will not be desirable. Research [26]
have found mycelium foam has an open cell structure, which means gasses can exchange through the
material. Also potato starch plastic is water tight but
vapour permeable.[27] For buildings it means the
walls are able to ‘breath.’ Those walls will have a capacity of absorbing and releasing moisture, what sta-

Not discussed in this essay is the emission of green-

gy efficiency, contemporary buildings act as air- tight

bilizes the relative humidity in the room. Due to ener-

for the mycelium material. But one can assume the
overall emission is not that bad, since the straw and
potato plants actually consume CO2 during their life.
All together, the environmental advantages of my-

sealed plastic bags, which are lacking this breathing
property. One can use the metaphor of a rain coat:
side better, but a moisture open coat is more pleasant to wear. The possible breathing properties of the
mycelium composite could be an answer to air qual-

As mentioned the combination of mycelium and

air tight buildings. but this will only be applicable if the

Sandwich panels are quite suitable for construction,

ity problems which sometimes are found in extremely
waterproofing of the starch plastic is appropriate for
buildings.

since they are both insulating and (to some extent)
structural. The traditional cavity wall has evolved to

BIO BASED BOOST

Fig 12. prototype of a mycelium based house - section

a completely sealed rain coat will keep the rain out-

celium are clear, but can it work in architecture?

starch plastic may be seen as a sandwich panel.

24

However, the cavity was invented for a reason, it

issue.

house gasses as CO2, because no data is available

Fig 11. surfboard of mycelium with an epoxy resin

the surface is much cleaner. Figure 5 shows suchs

Fig 13. prototype of a mycelium based house - slices

2. ESSAY
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popped up mushrooms. Those mushrooms are an
unique feature of the material, but not required.
Walls of mycelium plastic might become thicker to

[1]

Declaration Aeron Chair, Zeeland, Michigan, USA

McDonough, W. & Braungart, M. (2002) Cra-

Point Press, New York, USA

is also an opportunity to rethink for example a window
sill, which maybe can become a seat. The sketch of
Figure 12 and 13 shows a section of a small house
with such thick walls. Large scale 3D printing makes

[2]

McDonough (2002) see note 1

[3]

McDonough (2002) see note 1

[4]

MoMa , www.moma.org website accessed

on 2-11-15

it able to reshape walls, which for example can be

[5]

used as a seat as well.

Herman Miller, www.hermanmiller.com web-

site accessed on 3-11-15
[6]

Is mycelium the way to go? It has definitely great op-

Hammond, G. & Jones. C (2011) Inventory

of carbon and energy (ICE) version 2.0, University of

portunities, but still a lot of research needs to be done.

Bath, United Kingdom

So we should not bring the Aeron chair to the recy-

[7]

cle factory instantly, because we could also learn

TATA Steel, www.tatasteeleurope.com web-

site accessed on 3-11-15

from its convenient (dis)assemble methods. In archi-

[8]

tecture it can lead to building nodes which can be
by using less glues and sealants. Bio based materials

vedesign.com webstie accessed on 2-11-15

dle to Cradle, remaking the things we make. North

provide the required structure and insulation, but this

disassembled or adapted more easily, for example
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3.1 BIO BASED ECONOMY

GREAT POTENTIAL FOR NOTHERN NETHERLANDS

Bio Based Materials

Potential in the northern Netherlands

Bio based materials are raw materials for products
which are renewable by natural processes. In other
words, materials which can be farmed. Important is the
distinction between bio based and biodegradable.
Bio based means the product or material has a plant
as source, but this is not synonymous to environmental
friendly. Some materials are just partly from biological
sources and contain (toxic) additives, which makes
them extremely durable, but more difficult to
recycle[1].

The northern provinces of the Netherlands do have
the potential to grow to a global player in the Bio
Based sector, since a couple of crucial factors are
already in place: the area has good sea-ports,
chemical and plastics industries, strongly developed
agriculture with space to expand, stock farming
and a good access to knowledge. Therefore, the
Wageningen UR, together with the government
developed a concrete strategy for a bio based
economy in the northern area of the Netherlands
and the neighbouring part of Germany[3]. Looking to
the map which take part of the report, the industries
are clustered in 9 typologies. The clusters 1, 2, 5 and
especially 7 are focused on the production of bio
based materials for building industry.

Biodegradable on the other hand means the material
will degrade after a certain time, which depends
on the material and circumstances. Advantage of
biodegradables is the fact the material can run in
endless cycles. After lifespan of a product the raw
material decomposes and becomes nutrient for new
plants.
Biodegradables will be very suitable for utensils as
packaging or even cell phones. But ongoing research
continuously improves the durability of the materials,
which makes them appropriate for more valuable
and durable products as cars or buildings[2].
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The mentioned report focuses just on chemical
produced bio-plastics and bio-composites, mainly
based on potatoes, sugar beets and corn. However,
the range of bio based materials consists also of
low- tech materials as timber or straw. The map of
Figure 2 shows the origin of those materials in northern
Netherlands

BIO BASED BOOST

Fig 1. Bio Based Proposal by Wageningen UR

The map of figure 1 shows the clustering of bio based
industries, as proposed by Wageningen UR. The
numbers correspondent to the following industries:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

refining carbon-hydrates for plastics
production of cellulose for new materials
refining protein for efficient cattle feed
production of amino acids for feed
vitalising existing Chemiepark Delfzijl
and sea port
making Emmen centre for Bio Polymer
production
subsequent to 6. making a experimental 		
centre for new materials
making materials from biological waste
caloric uses from biological waste

winter wheat
sugar beets
forrest
chemical
industry

winter wheat

Fig 2. origin of bio based
sugar beetsmaterials in the Netherlands
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3.2 SITE ANALYSIS

APPINGEDAM, GRONINGEN, THE NETHERLANDS

The legacy of a factory
Cardboard factory “de Eendracht” was established in 1909 and was one of the most important employers in the town of Appingedam[4].
But in 2008 the factory went bankrupt and all
buildings were demolished, except for the power plant and the entrance building. The grounds
were sold to the municipality, which took care of
the remediation of the soil and redevelopment
of the site. Original plan was to build dwellings,
combined with a park, but due the economical
crisis plans were never executed[5]. It means Appingedam has a significant gap in its urban fabric.

Qualities of the site

The long period of vacancy does not mean the
site has bad qualities. It is located opposite a
new shopping centre with yacht harbour and
in between two important zones of greenery.

Greenery

Appingedam is a city in a rural environment; a panoramic view is never far away. But almost all green
surrounding the city are agricultural fields, so cultivated for working, not for leisure. In the city itself
one can find some green for recreational purposes: the tight forest on the west bank of the canal
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and the sport fields on the east side of the site. (On
the map on the right page highlighted in colour.)
The site should logically connect these mentioned
zones, creating a big recreational zone between
the neighbourhoods on the east and west side.

Activities

The site is bordered by two extremes: the newly built
shopping centre on the north is the vibrant heart of
the city. The centre itself and the surrounding parking
space is full of activity during the day. furthermore, the
road on the east side is relatively busy as well as the old
city centre in the north and the primary school/health
care cluster on the east. The rest of the site and its surroundings are quiet. Looking to the level of activities
in this context, the lively part should be located at
the northern part of the site, while the more peaceful activities should take place at the southern part.

Accessibility (next page)

Since the site used to be a factory, infrastructure is
already quite good organised, see context map on
next page. The access road is directly connected
to motorway N33. Several bus lines stop in front of
the site and the station of the local railway service
to Groningen is 3 minutes by bus. Unique for this location is the canal which is passable for both yachts
as cargo ships. This is interesting for recreation, but
also for a sustainable delivery of goods to the school.

BIO BASED BOOST
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Fig 3. Northern border of building site is marked by shopping centre and appartment blocks

Fig 4. Guardhouse of former factory still standing at east side of plot

Fig 5. Panoramic view with shopping centre on the left and former power plant on the right
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Feasibility of project

3.3 PROGRAM AND FEASIBILITY

The rural area around Appingedam is affected by
two major problems, earthquakes and demographic shrinkage. The Bio Based Boost should become an
incubator for a sustainable bio based economy, giving the region a more positive image. As mentioned
in Chapter 3.1, the bio based economy itself is quite
realistic in Groningen. The region has a developed
agriculture and (chemical) industry [6], but skilled labourers are not specialised in producing bio based
materials yet, which makes this project relevant.

POTENTIAL FOR BUILDING A SCHOOL IN A RURAL AREA

Program
Faculties

The bio based vocational education institute will host
multiple studies, all linked to the bio based economy, as shown in figure Bio Based Cyclus of Chapter 3.1. The studies are divided over three faculties:
-

-

-

Faculty Woodworking (150-300 students)
o
Carpenter
o
Wood processor
o
Interior/furniture manufacturer
Faculty agriculture (150-300 students)
o
Agriculture
o
Horticulture
o
Forestry
Faculty laboratories (150-300 students)
o
Lab technician

The studies in each faculty are based on existing studies. However, at this school each study
is not self standing, but given as a part of the biological cycle. For example, agriculture uses saw
dust from the wood processor as nutrient for crops,
while the lab technician produces bio plastic from
the crops harvested by the agricultural students.
Goal is that the faculties together should minimise
the demand for external sources, made possible by
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the park and production forest at the site. Products
made by students can be exhibited for public, making everybody aware of the skills of the students and
the possibilities of bio based products. Easy accessible located near the city centre and in a public
park, the complex should be inviting for public. So
contradicting minimising the use of external materials, the school maximises its participation in society.

Public function

As mentioned before, the school hosts besides a educational function some program which is open for
public. Public functions are open for a spontaneous
visit, while semi public functions are by invitation.
Public functions:
Exhibition
Lunchroom
Coffee bar
Faculty shops (sell products made by
students)
Semi public functions:
Library/ open study space (open for students
of other universities)
Auditorium and conference rooms
Outdoor podium (events organised by 		
school or society)

BIO BASED BOOST

Student numbers

To get some insight in potential students in the region,
firstly student numbers from secondary schools are






taken, see Table 1 [7][8]. To have an indication of the
potential number of students in the region, the percentage of people above 18 years old who did follow
vocational education, is taken. The resulting number
in the fourth column of Table 1 is not exact and certainly not a guarantee that all students from secondary school will go to the Bio Based Boost, but it gives
a global indication, Especially combined with Table
2 [9][10]. This table shows all existing vocational educations in the region. Combined, the schools teach
3000 students, which is only a quarter of the potential
12000. It means ¾ of potential students will leave the
region after secondary school. The proposed faculties
do hardly overlap existing educations, but will compete schools outside the region, which possibly encourages young people to stay at their home ground.
























Table 1. potential student numbers north east Groningen


































Table 2. student numbers existing schools in north east Groningen
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broader range of students

The school is intended to educate the regional market, but since the concept is rather different, it should
attract students from the whole country. Therefore,
a part of the site can be managed as student housing, preferably made by bio based materials. In this
way, the school can offer cheap student housing,
experiment with new materials or building techniques and give the park a vibrant atmosphere. This
student housing area is not further designed in this
project, but a sketch design of a possible dwelling
made by mycelium foam is shown in Figure 6 & 7.

Fig 6. sketch design of a small student house made by mycelium foam
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Fig 7. sketch design of a small student house made by mycelium foam
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3.4 SITE PLAN

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION INSTITUTE FOR BIO BASED
PROFESSIONS

Site plan
The building complex and park together will make
this educational institute the Bio Based Boost.
Without the school, the park should just be a leftover piece of land. Without the park, the school
was not able to simulate the full biological cycle.

Biological cycle

The biological cycle will be visible at different spots in
the park. It starts with growing of plants. This happens
at the agricultural fields in the south of the park, the
production forest in the western area and the greenhouses spread over the terrain. Once harvested, the
raw materials go to the storage by the building complex. Here the raw materials will be used for student
projects such as furniture making or polymer research.
When these student projects are finished, the biological cycle is only halfway. All biological waste will be
brought to the central compost heap where leftover
materials rot and become food for new plants. After some time of decomposing the agriculture students can use the nutrient and the circle is closed.

Education & work

products will be used at other faculties. Since the
agricultural production may be too big to process
at, for example, a lab practicum, good infrastructure is important to bring the crops to bakeries or
factories. Therefore the parking square is accessible for trucks and the dock can be used for freight
ships. As mentioned in Chapter 3.4, the park hosts
the ability for student housing which is located between the complex and the former power plant.

Recreation

Besides working grounds the park should also offer leisure to the bigger public. The combination is
made by adding bicycle and walking paths between the fields. Furthermore, corn fields can be
transformed into a labyrinth during summer holidays.
Parc de la Villette by Bernard Tschumi [11] is well
known by her follies: bizarre objects with or sometimes without a function, together bringing unity
and identity to the park. This park also hosts a couple of follies, but made of bio based material. Some
of them will be a greenhouse or equipment storage,
others may just be a climbing object. The sketches will give an impression of some possible follies.

SITE PLAN

BIO BASED BOOST

The park is a big playground for young farmers.
They can learn the important aspects of seeding, protecting and harvesting while the harvested
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Fig. 9

Fig. 8
Fig 8. harvesting in a production forest

Fig 9. impression of material storage
Fig. 10

Fig. 11
sawdust
grass
sawdust
manure
dry leaves
wet garbage

SITE PLAN

BIOLOGICAL CYCLE
Fig 10. harvesting wheat
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Fig 11. layering of a compost heap
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Fig. 12

Fig. 13

Fig 12. Quay accessible for freight ships

Fig 13. Bio Based student housing
Fig. 14

Fig. 15

SITE PLAN

EDUCATION & WORK
Fig 14. education on the field
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Fig 15. greenhouse in park
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Fig. 16

Fig 16. recreational park at city side

Fig 17. bicycle and walking paths between field

Fig. 18

Fig. 17
Fig. 19

SITE PLAN

RECREATION
Fig 18. folly as a climbing object
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Fig 19. labyrinth made in corn fields
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based on an internship of 4 days in the week and
one day theoretical classes.

4.1 ANALYSIS SCHOOLS

The specialization stock farming has 150 students,
divided in 3 levels and 4 grades. Student number is
based on BOL education, but BBL education is also
given at this institute.

FOUR SCHOOLS AS REFERENCE

Education for professionals

The specialization Agriculture has 300 students
divided in 3 levels and 4 grades. Student number is
based on BOL education, but BBL education is also
given at this institute.
The mentioned specializations are just two from a
ROC FRIESE POORT, SECTOR ZORG & WELZIJN
GEBOUW
VOOR ROC ZORG of
& WELZIJN
EN CAMPUSTERREIN
whole range of educations. Besides MBO also VMBO NIEUWBOUW
Fig 2.
impression
ROC
de Friese Poort
(secondary education) is given at this location.
It results in school building where the different Compact and sustainable
vocational educations
educations are a bit blend and therefore make This faculty is built for
healthcare
and
welfare.
Important
aspect of the
efficient use of the classrooms.
building is the split level on both sides of an atrium,
The layout however is less efficient. The arrangement which results in a building what is easy to adapt to
of different buildings resulted in a stretched plan with changing space requirements of the educations.

AOC Oost, Doetinchem

Vocational education is profession based education
after secondary school. Students are mainly aged
between 16-22 years old. Studies are divided in three
levels, which take one to four years [1]. After finishing
these studies, students are skilled labourers. Education consists partly of theoretical classes like Dutch
or mathematics, partly of practical classes where
profession skills will be taught and a part is internship
outside school. But especially the practical teaching
makes such school an interesting building. It should
facilitate an inspiring study environment, but it should
also simulate the intended profession.
Off course, the intention of the Bio Based institute is
to offer proper education, but it should also involve
the public in their daily activities. Some educational
institutes already took that approach. Therefore four
of them are to be analysed in this chapter: AOC Oost
is chosen as reference in profession, ROC de Friese
Poort for its compact design, Artez for its public functions and Shipping and Transport College for branding a sector.
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ROC de Friese Poort, Drachten
INZENDING ARC AWARD ARCHITECTUUR 2015

relative long walking distances.

Comparing to the other analysed examples,
this faculty is the most compact one. Due the
compactness, the outer skin of the building is
reduced, what results in better thermal and energetic
performances. Furthermore it makes interaction
between the different specializations more easy.

Fig 1. agriculture workshop at AOC Oost

Reference in program

AOC Oost [2] is a vocational education institute for
agricultural, biological and veterinary specializations.
Education can either be followed traditional in the
classroom (BOL) or internal at a company (BBL). BOL
education consists of 4 days in the week theoretical
classes and one day internship. BBL education is

BIO BASED BOOST

The building has got a BREAAM Excellent rating, and
is even the most sustainable school building of the
Netherlands at this moment [3].

4. EDUCATION

The concept of the building is based on split
level spaces, where each level is occupied by a
specialisation. When a speciialisation expands to
much to maintain on one level, the opposite level
can be added easily [4].
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Scheepvaart & Transport College,
Rotterdam

School with a public function

The function is not vocational education but an
academy of fine arts. However the example is
important in this analysis, because the faculty is
equipped to offer students space to create real
products. Furthermore it consists several performance
rooms, which are accessible for public.
Artez [5] offers the educations dance, music, theatre,
graphic design, writing, fine art, product design and
architecture at this location. The faculties dance and
music are based in the underground building, while
the designing faculties are accommodated in the
monumental Rietveld building.
Fig 3. diagram split level

ArtEZ, Arnhem

The building contains two areas which are ment for
public, a shop and a performance hall. The shop is
located next to the main entrance. The perfomance
hall however is situated in the basement, In the
room itself the public and the performers are clearly
seperated, but the access is through a shared
space. public needs to take the elevator or the stairs
to reach the tribune. They walk through the atrium
past classrooms and ballrooms, breathing the vibe of
the academy, which is an interesting aspect of this
building.

Fig 6. atrium is a shared space for students and (invited)
public

Fig 8. characteristic outlines of STC Rotterdam

This eye-catching building hosts 6 different studies in
the transport and shipping sector, which used to be
spread over the city of Rotterdam. Both the design
and the location between the docks refer to the
specialization of the studies: shipping. The project
was initiated to fight the decreasing student numbers
in this sector [6].
Besides the silhouette also several details of the
building refer to its maritime context. The façade
materialization is a wink to cargo containers, in the
interior one can find portholes, wooden cabinets
and nautical maps as decoration.

Fig 4. wood workshop at ArtEZ
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Fig 5. diagram routing to theatre

Fig 7. theatre set up is not very formal, but public and performers are seperated

BIO BASED BOOST
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the plinth of the building contains general functions
as entrance, central hall, exhibition room, sports
hall, central catering, bar, book shop, work shops
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and simulation rooms. In the ‘education tower’ the
vocational education is located at the lower levels.
Above one can find the higher education and on
the top floors education for proffesionals, as well as
a congress hall. Vertical transport is mainly facilitated
by esccalators, with some additional elevators for
staff. To prevent congestion at the stairs during lunch
time, several floors contain spaces for lunch.

Fig 9. congress hall at top floor

Organisation of space
On the first sight, the functions of the analysed
buildings seems not to be arranged very strictly.
Rooms for education and service spaces such as
offices and toilets are mixed throughout the plans.
The Rietveld building (Artez Arnhem, right side of the
plans, ground floor and above) has the most clear
order. Toilets and catering are located around the
main stairs, the rest of the head building is filled with
classrooms and the workshops can be found in the
extension of the building. However, those workshops
itself are not really designed. They are just a sequence
of halls where machinery or workbenches are placed,
making them very adaptable to changing demands.
This may also be said of the workshops of AOC Oost,
their agricultural workshop is made in such way that
it is able to put big tractors in it, leaving the space as
empty as possible.

Vetenary workshop

Ground floor

Agriculture workshop

First floor

second floor

Legend
service space: e.g. toilets, catering, offices

full colour: private function (students, staff etc.)

class rooms for theoretical classes

Welding workshop

striped: public function
no colour: transport zone

service space related to practical classrooms
practical classrooms
extraordinary practical class room

Ground floor

First floor

second floor

ROC de Friese Poort, Drachten
First floor

Legend

Ground floor

AOC Oost, Doetinchem

Light is an important aspect in those workshops.
Pictures of both Figure 1 and Figure 4 show quite light
spaces, making use of natural daylight and artificial
light. But also notable, the Artez workshop (Figure 4)
looks brighter compared to the AOC one (Figure 1),
due the use of light colours as white and yellow on
walls and floors, rather than red and grey.

Vetenary workshop

Agriculture workshop

service space: e.g. toilets, catering, offices

full colour: private function (students, staff etc.)

class rooms for theoretical classes

striped: public function

service space related to practical classrooms

no colour: transport zone

practical classrooms
extraordinary practical class room
Ground floor

First floor

Fig 12. program, ROC de Friese Poort
Legend

Legend
service space: e.g. toilets, catering, offices

service space: e.g. toilets, catering, offices
class rooms for theoretical classes

class rooms for theoretical classes

service space related to practical classrooms

Looking better to the plans, one can see there is
definitely some arrangement in functions. All analysed
buildings have most of their practical classrooms
at ground level. This makes sense because heavy
machinery or equipment is easier to put on ground
level. The theatre of Artez however, is located two
floors below ground level, what makes transport
of instruments or scenery harder. The leveling of
practical and theoretical education is the most clear
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full colour: private

striped: public fun

no colour: transp

practical
classrooms
service space
related
to practical classrooms

Welding workshop

extraordinary practical class room

practical classrooms

extraordinary practical class room

full colour: private function (students, staff etc.)

First floor

Fig 10. vertical transport

ROC de

Ground floor

AOC Oost, Doetinchem

Fig 11. program, AOC Oost
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Tower floor

Top floor

in the Shipping & Transport College, where workshops
are on ground floor, simulators on the first floor, up
there the theoretical classrooms of the vocational
education and on the top floors higher professional
education.

Congress hall
Top floor

Exhibition room

Bar

Tower floor

Ground floor

Workshops

Dealing with public

Congress hall

Ground floor

Theatre

Academie voor beeldende kunst Artez, Arnhem
Shop
Simulation rooms

Central catering

First floor

Souterain -1

Bar

Exhibition room

Ground floor

Theatre

Last point is about integration of public functions
in the school building. In fact, most educational
buildings are accessible for everyone, since there are
just some schools with entrance control. But entering
a school building without a reason is for most people
an unlikely event, because school buildings generally
breathe a quite intimate and private atmosphere with
high social control. Therefore, most public functions
in the analysed objects locate their public functions
next to the entrance, or even accessible without
entering the school itself (bar, STC Rotterdam). On
the other hand, the theatre at Artez and the congress
hall at STC are on the very end of the building, seen
from the entrance. Visitors have to go through the
whole building, taking the same routing as students
and staff. This gives an extra dimension for visitors who
can taste the atmosphere of the school.
The difference for choosing a public function close
to the entrance or at the end of the school may
be found in the type of visitors. The bar, shop and
exhibition room are meant for random passersby
and therefore require an (social) approachable
entrance. The mentioned routing through the school
will only work for invited visitors, such as the public of
the theatre or the participants of congresses.

Souterain -2
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Fig 14. program, STC

Central catering

Fig 13. program, ArtEZ
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Routing and earthquakes

Referring to Groningen’s earthquake problems,
the rectangular blocks have got some cuts and
gaps, like they are damaged by earthquakes. But
actually they aren’t. Instead of seeing the cuts as
a problem, they can create new routes. Public
routes. Concluding Chapter 4.1 Analysis Schools, a
school is not a building to enter on a spontaneous
occasion. To stimulate more interaction between
school and (local) society, public routes from city
centre towards park go straight through the complex. It should lead to awareness of the activities
of the students and communicate the possibilities
of a bio based economy to the broader public.

4.2 BUILDING CONCEPT

EDUCATIONAL AND ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT

Architectural concept
The architectural concept is based on the earthquake problems in the area and the growth of mycelium, a bio based material which could boost the
region.

Fig 16. public routing between buildings

Mycelium
Six buildings

The complex consists of six building blocks, three
faculties (woodworking, laboratories, agriculture)
and the same number of general buildings. The faculties contain all facilities belonging to their professions, while the others host the library, study centre,
auditorium, general class rooms and offices. The arrangement of the blocks is related to function and
surroundings. The main building with study centre,
library and lunchroom has got the central position.
The west side is characterised by big machinery
since the agriculture and woodworking faculty are
located here. On the east side is PowerPoint the
most powerful tool. Here one can find the auditorium, conference rooms and offices. This division is
made to reduce noise nuisance, but also because
the west side is the best accessible, which is desirable
for faculties who work with tractors or chopped trees.
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Woodworking

Agriculture

Laboratories

Library
Study space
Lunchroom
Expo

Offices

Auditorium

Adding public routes made the buildings act very independently, as if they were all islands. This is not the
goal. The complex should be one institution, one bio
based boost. Therefore the buildings are connected by spectacular sculptural elements of mycelium.
This material stands for the possibilities of biological
technology. It is a kind of foam made by the hyphen
network of fungi (more detailed description in Chapters 2.1 & 5.3). Where the mycelium is the binding element in the material, these mycelium panels are
the binding factor of the campus. Both very literal,
in the shape of entrances or bridges between buildings, but also more figurative, by making benches,
“chill zones” or an outdoor podium of mycelium.
These parts will make the campus vital and lively.
Fig 17. mycelium parts

Fig 15. six building blocks form institute
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Educational concept
How will the design affect the learning concept and
the other way around.

Framing activities

Atria

The biological cycle of materials will be the most
important learning aspect for the students. The
building and park are made in such way that all
phases in this cycle are made visible. Therefore visibility is an important factor in the building design.
The blocks mentioned in the architectural concept are kept simple and calm, window frames
should not take too much attention on themselves,
but are made to frame the activities behind them.

Each building will have an atrium, which is the heart of
the faculty in both literal and figurative ways. Placed
in the centre of the building the atrium will bring daylight to lower floors. Furthermore, all internal circulation goes through this atrium, which makes it the lively
heart of the building. On the ground floor of these
atria, activities take place which are related to the
faculty, for example the tractor workshop at the agricultural faculty or a meeting area in the office building.
Fig 20. atrium in middle building

Fig 18. windows are framing activities

Shared functions

The six buildings of the institute will work as being one
complex. The faculties hold only the functions related to their profession, other functions like the lunchroom, library and auditorium can be shared by all
studies. Sharing these rooms leads to more efficient
use of space, but also to more interaction between
the faculties. Also classrooms for theoretical classes
like mathematics can be used for multiple studies.

Fig 19. functions shared for efficiency
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4.4 INTERIOR

ROUTING, PUBLIC FUNCTIONS, SECTION, IMPRESSIONS

Routing
The goal was to make the routing simple and well organised, but avoiding long corridors with dead ends.
Therefore internal routing is situated around atria
(pink), giving clarity and orientation at a glance.
Stairs and elevators(blue) are located in the cores of
the building, together with sanitary. To get from one
building to the other, the mycelium foam is the connecting element, which form bridges between the
buildings(orange). Contrasting the orthogonal routes
in the buildings, these bridges are more organic.

Fig 21. scheme routing
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Public functions
As learned from the analysis of Chapter 4.1, people are not familiar to enter a school building on
a spontaneous occasion. One of the goals of this
school is to show the public what the students are
doing, which is the best way by taking a short walk
through the complex. On the other hand, it is not
desirable to have loads of noisy tourists strolling past
the class rooms. Therefore, the first floor of the main
building is open for public, where the lunchroom,
general info desk and exhibition space are located. This area is where students and public merge.
Furthermore, a public cafe is located in the office
building, watching over the outdoor podium, but
also with the possibility to take a glimpse of the
activities in that building. Also, the three faculties
have each a small shop with products of students.
For example, plants at agriculture, chairs at woodworking and 3D printed bio plastic at laboratories.

FACULTY SHOP IMPRESSION
WOODWORKING FACULTY
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3D
print
shop

Library
Audittorium

Fig 22. public space ground floor
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Fig 23. public space first floor
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Interior impression
Impression on the right shows a so called ‘study
cave:’ a corner made of mycelium elements with
space for students to study or just relax. The study
caves contain different shaped elements to meet
these diverse needs.

Section (next pages)
The section on the next pages is taken through the
main building and the laboratories faculty. Interesting
is the contrast between the straight straw bale structure and the organic mycelium foam. The mycelium
‘chimneys’ in the main building will bring daylight and
ventilation at lower floors. At the same time they form
the structure of the middle zone of this building. This is
the central meeting point at the campus, where the
lunchroom is and exhibitions can be held. Because of
the thickness of the foam walls, it is possible to do more
with it, such as shaping benches or desks integrated in
the walls. Also the stairs are fused with the foam walls,
folded around these so called daylight chimneys.
Taking the bridge towards the laboratories faculty
the atmosphere changes from an impressive organic
cave to a more calm and formal building. Here one
can feel it is a place to work, enhanced by an efficiently designed building. Teaching laboratories for classes
are located on the lower floors and research laboratories on the top floor. But since school is not only about
work still some corners are made to relax, created
by the triangular shapes of the mycelium elements.

STUDY CAVE IMPRESSION
SITE PLAN

LABORATORIES
FACULTY
BIO BASED
BOOST
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SECTION A-A

MAIN BUILDING & LABORATORIES FACULT
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4.5 EXTERIOR

PUBLIC PATHS, ELEVATIONS, IMPRESSIONS

Sun roof
Plants need sunlight to grow, students to achieve
the best results. It is well known light of the sun is
valuable and therefore the roof uses sunlight in two
ways. Directing south, solar panels are placed under the optimal angle of 30° [x]. In northern direction, roof lights are made to let indirect daylight in.
This because indirect daylight is without annoying
glare nor casts undesirable shadows on work pieces.

um on the east side is a landmark. On the first sight
it looks like it is a completely random and organically grown object, but in fact it is shaped around
the slope of the seats and, moreover, providing
good acoustics (reducing echo time) by irregular
triangular elements and a relative low ceiling [7].

Elevations (next pages)
The contrast between formal and organic is good visible in the facades. The north facade is facing the existing building blocks and therefore got a more formal
appearance. Behind this facade are workshops, laboratories and offices located, which led to a big amount
of windows. These workshops are located on the north
facade on purpose, because of indirect daylight.
The entrances to the public pathways are all marked
by big triangular parts of mycelium foam, triggering
people to have a look inside. The main entrance
on the south facade is the most eye catching, especially because it is visible from long distance by
sight lines in the surrounding park. Also the auditori-
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EXTERIOR IMPRESSION

AGRICULTURE FACULTY, MAIN ENTRANCE
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Exterior impression
Impression on the right shows the storage of bio
based materials, harvested by agriculture students,
used by wood working and laborant students.

STORAGE IMPRESSION
SITE PLAN
WEST
COMPLEX
BIOSIDE
BASED
BOOST
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PARK IMPRESSION
NORTH EAST SIDE
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5.1 EARTHQUAKES
PROBLEMS DUE GAS MINING

The problem
Back in 1959, one discovered a natural gas bubble
under the soil of the province of Groningen.
Nowadays, an impressive amount of 49 billion m3 will
be pumped up out of this field, annually[1]. It brought
the Netherlands a big economical boost, but the
drawbacks of mining are becoming visible over the
last few years.
Distracting gas from the soil leads to subsidence,
a lowering of 30 cm has already occured[2].
The problem is not the subsidence itself, but the
earthquakes caused by this phenomenon. The
area around the town of Loppersum have had a
lot of seismic activity with earthquakes up to 3.0
on Richter’s scale. It leads to damaged buildings,
especially the original brickwork buildings are not
capable for taking the vibrations.

The solution
Vernacular architecture

Earthquakes are relative new in Groningen, but other
parts of the world have had them for many centuries.

102

Fig 1. location seismic activity, 1986-2013

Fig 2. building techniques found in Nepal

For example in Nepal where earthquakes play
an important role in the culture [3]. Vernacular
architecture in this Hymalaian country has
developed simple but effective techniques to
prevent earthquake damage. Figure 3 shows the
used techniques in Nepal.
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The upper row are traditional building methods,
developed by local people throughout generations.
It is interesting to see the structure of those types can
be devided in two principles:
1. 4. Horizontal rings form a closed structure, which
will bind the walls together
2. 3. Triangular shapes are in essence stiff, so Nepalese
builders made use of these triangles to create stiff
structures. Type 3 is called Dhajji Dewari and is used
for all sorts of buildings, also palaces.

Dutch principles

The Nepalese techniques are straightforeward and
low budget, but will cost a lot of labour or are mainly applicable for small scale houses. The problems
in Groningen are very interesting for Dutch structural engineers, which focus on both upgrading existing buildings and build new large scale buildings. To
make large scale buildings earthquake proof, several principles are important and can be applied in
an early design stage. If walls are not stiff, bracing
is necessary and should be applied consequent.
furthermore, L- U- or other irregular shapes should
be avoided or seperated in rectangular parts [5].

Western influences

Due globalisation, Nepalese people did not want to
live in their traditional houses anymore, but started to
copy western concrete building blocks [4]. Ironically, latest heavy earthquakes have shown their traditional techniques were better resistant against seismic forces than the newly built concrete buildings.
However, some cheap techniques did perform well:
5. 8. stiff surfaces (panels) which can bear both tensional and compressive forces in all directions. 5. is a
combination of masonry and reinforced concrete. 8.
a combination of steel wire boxes filled with stones.
6. 7. flexible walls are also suitable in these circumstances. Making buildings as stiff as possible leads
to increasing weight. If those buildings collapse
the damage and hazard is even bigger. In contrast, flexible buildings are lightweight, can resonate vibrations and easier to repair. Type 6. is
made of straw bales, which is a bio based material.
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Fig 3. Principles for earthquake proof structures
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Earthquake proof design

Triangular space frame

The mycelium foam parts are made triangular, with a
reason. Triangles are in essence stable, they will not
deform without deforming struts or joints. The joints
between the mycelium elements contain timber
beams, together forming a space frame which is stable in any direction. Important by designing seismic
proof structures is the ductility of materials, especially
related to weight. The heavier the material, the stiffer
the structure has to be, due to the own frequency of
that structure. Also note that the ductility of the primary structure is normative for secondary structures and
infill panels. In this case it means the timber space
frame is relative ductile, getting stiffness from triangles and ductility from the material properties and
connections. The mycelium panels then should cope
with the elastic deformation of the timber frame.

This design is not calculated and dimensioned on
seismic forces, but analysed design principles were
taken into account.

Basic shape

The basal shape of the building blocks is rectangular, avoiding L or U shapes. Atria are situated in the middle of buildings, keeping the shape
of floors more or less symmetrical and keeping structure continues around the building.

Fig 4. rectangular shapes

Combining and integrating

Stiff cores

One of the Dutch principles is avoiding combinations of concrete and masonry structures, because
of different behaviour during earthquakes. Now this
design is also a combination of different structures,
but these are independently stable. They are connected, but the elastic properties of both the straw
bale walls and the mycelium frames should make
it able to cope with deformations of the stiffer CLT
cores. Therefore the building structure should withstand earthquakes without too much damage.
But even when the structure is earthquake proof,
a building can be dangerous by overturning bookcases and cabinets [7]. Therefore, furniture elements
are integrated in the walls as much as possible.

Each building has one or two cores (cluster of stairs,
elevators and sanitary), together with the floors,
they are made of cross laminated timber(CLT). Tests
with multiple story buildings have proven this new
building technique behaves well by seismic vibrations, due stability in all directions [6]. The secondary structure then is the straw bale/timber frame, a
system which is quite elastic, so able to deal with
the (minor) deformations of the primary structure.
Failure mode during heavier earthquakes would be
cracking of the plaster skins, which is easy to repair.
Fig 5. structural cores of building
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Fig 6. triangular shapes of mycelium
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an infill material between a timber frame (see Fig.
9). Relatively new is a construction method where
straw bales are compressed into prefab wall elements. Latter method (see Fig. 10) is reducing the
amount of timber, by using the structural properties
of the pre-stressed bales. Another advantage of
this method is the prefabrication which eliminates
weather influences and irregularities on the building site. The prefab elements are much more flat
and dimensional stable than on site made walls.

5.2 STRAW BALES

THE NATURAL BUILDING BLOCKS

Physical properties

Material analysis
Leftover product

However straw has several uses, it may be described
as a leftover product. Straw is the dried stem of cereal crops. Some straw will be ploughed under the
soil directly, other will be packed in bales, depending
on market demands. Straw is good available in the
Netherlands, especially in the province of Groningen.
From a hectare of wheat an average of 5 000 tons
(±200 bales) may be harvested [8]. Harvesting 54 000
ha per year [9], it means 10.8 million bales could be
produced annually. 3.2 bales form 1m2 wall, so 3.4 million m2 of straw bale walls can be produced annually.

Construction methods

Packed in a bale it forms a massive but flexible block,
with good insulation properties due its amount of
stationary air. Stacked on each other the bales can
form a wall. In some cases walls of stacked straw
bales are load bearing, but because of the elasticity of the material the height of the wall will shrink by
applying loads on it. This load bearing construction
method is called Nebraska style (see Fig. 8), named
to the American state where this method was founded, more than hundred years ago [10]. In later European construction methods, straw bales are just
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Straw Bale
[11], [12],[13]

Plastered
Straw bale
[11],[12],[13]

Density [kg/m3] 100-150

120-200

Thermal resistance 400mm
[m2K/W]

6.76

6.79

Elastic modulus
[kPa]

443-636

-

Compressive
strength [kPa]

30

100

Fire resistance

class F30
Austria (30 minutes fireproof)

class F90
Austria (90 minutes fireproof)

Straw is a biodegradable material. In a wall, protected from rain and pests it can last for more than
100 years [14]. But once the wall becomes unnecessary, the straw can be put under the soil and become nutrient for new crops easily. Another strong
property of a straw bale wall is moisture storage
capacity. By a humid indoor climate, which is not
inconceivable in a full classroom, the wall has the
ability to let moisture penetrate into the straw. The
wall can release the moisture to the dryer outdoor
climate and stabalise the indoor humidity [15]. Combined with a thermal resistance value of 7.0 m2K/W
the indoor climate is received as being pleasant.

Fig 8. Nebraska structure with load bearing straw
ande timber ting plate

Fig 9. timber frame structure with straw infill

Table 1. straw bale properties

Fig 10. sample of a prefab straw element
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Materials and detailing in project
Construction method

Considering the environmental, but more important, physical advantages, straw bale walls is a good
choice for this project. To build a three level school
complex, load bearing straw is not suitable. Therefore prefab elements of pre-stressed straw and timber are made in a factory and put in place on site.

Internal walls

Internal walls are as just as thick as exterior facades. This
offers good acoustic insulation between (class)rooms,
space for structural elements, but also space for lockers or bookshelves which could be built into a wall.

Wall finishing

Exterior wall finish is made of lime stucco, since this
material offers good protection against rain, but at
the same time let moisture pass through. This is very
important to maintain the moisture storage capacity of the straw and protect the material from rot.
Further protection from rot is provided by ventilation openings in the wall and the massive footer of
brickwork, protecting against rising damp from soil.
Interior wall finish is made of clay stucco, a material which combines very good with straw, but because of worse rain protection not chosen for using
outdoor. Note that while clay is appreciated in environmental circles, the material is natural, but not
renewable. Just like lime or concrete it is found in
soil, but unlike concrete it does not cost a lot of energy to turn the source into a workable material [16].

left unfinished. Floors have got an additional layer
to reduce noise nuisance. It means no installations
can be built into floors. Therefore rooms get climate
ceilings hanging in the middle of the ceiling. Especially the woodworking and laboratories faculty do
have a complex infrastructure of pipes, ventilation
and exhaust units, which is largely hidden by the bio
plastic climate ceiling. So one is aware of the presence of these characteristic pipes, but does not get
distracted by the chaos they could give to a room.

Windows

Windows have big frames, due the wall thickness.
The frames are chamfered to let in as much daylight as possible, without increasing glass area. The
window frames are made of native wood (Douglas) with a lime paint finish in the same grey colour
as the wall finish. Together the walls are calm and
peaceful, just framing the activities behind them.

Floor & ceiling

Floors are made of cross laminated timber (CLT).
These massive floor slabs can be compared to concrete slabs, but could be executed even thinner
and lighter [17]. Especially latter property is important since it reduces structural elements. Unfinished
CLT slabs have a nice timber texture, so ceilings are
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Physical properties

But temporarily covering a cabinet is essentially different than covering a whole educational institute.
However, some aspects of the material are also interesting for building industry. The thermal insulation value is 3.6 R per inch (USA units) [21], which is
comparable to Expanded polystyrene: 3.8 R per
inch [22]. Furthermore the fire proofing is up to the
highest American standards: class A, which means
the flame spread is very limited. Being a low density
foam the acoustic absorption is good, however the
acoustic mass is low. Only drawback of the material in its natural form is biodegradability. Unprotected from weather influences it will eventually decay.

5.3 MYCELIUM FOAM
Bio Based Binder

Material analysis
This material, as already discussed in the essay of
Chaprter 2, has great potential to use for utensils and maybe even buildings. A comprehensive description of the material can be found in
Chapter 2, but here a summary of the properties.

Production methods

Instead of producing the material one should rather name it growing the material. A large part of
the production of mycelium foam is growing of the
fungi. The way how to control the growth can be
divided in two ways. The Myceliumchair is 3D printed, with a kind of moulding printed simultaneously. A company who produces mycelium foam on
larger scale, called Ecovative, uses standard casting moulds where the mycelium grows in desired
shape. At this moment, traditional moulding is still
faster and more beneficial than 3D printing, especially for larger series of products. At this moment
companies as Ikea and Dell are investigating the
use of mycelium foam as packaging material [18].
For the final model of this project, a material sample is made. On the right is this process shown
in pictures. Unfortunately, the final result was
not available at the time of going to the press.
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Ecovative
Myco Foam
[19]

EPS 100
[20]

Density [kg/m3] 100-130

30

Thermal resistance 400mm
[m2K/W]

9.2

11

Elastic modulus
[kPa]

690-1034

6000

Compressive
strength [kPa]

55-100

100

Fire resistance

class A firewall
USA (not flamable)

flamable

Fig 11. fungi starts to grow in a closed bow with saw dust

Waterproofing

So waterproofing of the mycelium foam is necessary
to use it as a building material. Waterproofing can be
achieved in several ways. Used as insulation material in traditional construction methods, it will not be
a problem at all. But hiding the material in a cavity
wall is lacking an opportunity to show people what
bio based materials is about. Also the rough texture
is interesting for architecture. Ongoing developments with mycelium buoys trying to achieve a degrading time of 3 years. But until the knowledge of
the material is broad enough, one needs additives
to secure waterproofing. This can be done with a
bio based epoxy. This coating protects the material from rain and give panels a certain strength, like
the surf board mentioned in the essay of Chapter 2.

Fig 12. saw dust/mycelium mix spread over plate

Other restrictions

Besides the necessary additives for waterproofing, also the sizes of the material will give some restrictions. After the mycelium is full grown, the material needs to be heated up to stop the growing
process. The most effective way is to put the sample in an oven, but this means the sizes of building
elements may not exceed the size of the oven.
Table 2. mycelium foam properties

Fig 13. plate is full grown, mushrooms are popping out
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Materials and detailing in project
Construction method

Mycelium foam is very interesting to expose the
possibilities of Bio Based materials. In this project the
foam is shaped in triangular panels, covered with a
layer of transparent bio based epoxy. The mycelium
together with epoxy forms a kind of sandwich panel, where the external epoxy layer provides strength
and the mycelium insulation and compressive load
bearing. Aesthetis of mycelium with epoxy are compareble to the surf board of Fig. 14. The panels are
mounted in a space frame of wood, the triangular
shapes make the structure stable in cases of earthquakes. As to be seen in the detailing, the panels
are detached from each other. Between the panels are small gutters made, which drain rainwater fast. Unfortunately these gutters are made of
zinc instead of a bio based material, since there is
no alternative available yet. Instead, the assembly
of the gutters occurs without the use of sealants or
glues, so disassembly to recyclable material is easy.
Fig 14. surfboard of mycelium with an epoxy resin

MYCELIUM SECTION

CHIMNEY OF MAIN BUILDING
0mm
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500mm

1000mm

2500mm
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Connection of panels
Detaching the panels makes the contours and
thus the triangular shapes better visible. In some
rooms, like the central hall in the main building
and the auditorium, the detailing is made even
more spectacular, by using a translucent connection. Here the timber frame is doubled and the
space between covered with glass. The almost invisible connection between two mycelium panels will give a special effect, especially when light
comes through. The effect is visible in this impression.

TRANSLUCENT CONNECTIONS

CENTRAL HALL OF MAIN BUILDING
116
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Mycelium chimney
The mycelium ‘chimney’ in this section is made to
bring daylight and ventilation to lower floors. The top
of the tube is covered by an ETFE sheet, preventing rainwater or leaves polluting this space. ETFE is a
non bio based material, but recyclable. However, it
could be a goal of the laboratories faculty to find a
bio based polymer with equivalent properties to the
ETFE sheet and replace them on the longer term.
On hot summer days (see Fig. 15), the space
works like a real chimney, releasing warm and
humid air from lower floors to outer space. Fresh
air will be brought into the vuilding by ventilation openings and windows in the facades.
On sunny days during winter (see Fig.16), the
outlets can be closed, leaving stationary air
in this chimney. Under the ETFE sheet the air
can be heated up somewhat, before it will
be (mechanically) brought into the building.

Venting louvre
opened

Venting louvre
nearly closed

Uninsulated
ETFE sheet

Uninsulated
ETFE sheet

Mechanical
air outlet

Insulated ETFE
cushion

Fig 15. ventilation during summer days
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Low air
pressure

Mechanical
air inlet

High air
pressure

Insulated ETFE
cushion

Fig 16. ventilation during winter days
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POSSIBILITIES OF MYCELIUM

EXHIBITION IN MAIN BUILDING
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